Let P be a real positive definite n-rowed square matrix, n = p+q +r, p^qg,r, S = diag (Si, S2, S3), where Si is p-rowed, 52 is g-rowed,
1. Semi-canonical reduction. Partition P according to the partition of n, and call the square diagonal blocks Pi, P2, and P3, with p, q, and r rows respectively.
Choose Si = Qr1, S2 = Q2~1, S3 = Q3~1 from the factorizations Pi = QiQ{, P2 = Q2Qi, P3 = QsQi ■ Then = diag [IT, 0"_r) . This implies that X has r nonzero orthonormal rows. Now to the r nonzero rows add b-r rows chosen so as to present a />rowed orthogonal matrix Xo-Do the same with Fand call the resulting orthogonal matrix Fo. Letting U= Yo Xo, we have Xo= YoU.
be the semi-canonical form (1) One easily proved property of the semi-canonical reduction of §1 is the following: Among all SPS' with unit diagonal coefficients and fixed2 P, the determinant |SPS'| is maximum when SPS' is in the semi-canonical form. For, let Pi be the first diagonal block of P and let SPS' be in semi-canonical form. Then S\P\S{ =IP, or |Si|2 = l/|Pi| fcl. Similarly |S2|2£1, |S3|2^1. Hence |S|2^1, implying I SPS'I ^P.
Hence X= YU and A =BU. Let
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Here P is a correlation matrix.
